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Abstract. Let ííc be the complementary of a bounded regular domain in R of boundary T. We consider the problem (1) l Au = f; in nc, \u\r = u0, where /has its support in a bounded subdomain nx of Í2e. Let T2 be the common boundary of fij and fi2 = f2c -ßj. We solve the problem (1) by using an equivalent system of equations involving an integral equation on r2 coupled with the equation:
ÍAu =f 
Introduction. The purpose of this note is to analyze a procedure obtained by
coupling the boundary integral method (cf. [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [12] ) and the usual finite element method. Such coupled procedures have been proposed by e.g. Silvester-
Hsieh [10] and Zienkiewicz et al. [11] for the numerical solution of problems in unbounded domains. As a typical example let us consider a problem of the form !Au=f mQ.c, u = u0 on T, where Í2 is a bounded domain in the plane with boundary T, £2C is the unbounded complement of Í2, and A is an elliptic differential operator. Let us further assume that Í2C can be divided into a bounded part £2j and an unbounded part £22, with common boundary T2 (see Figure 1 ), so that /= 0 in Í22 and A is linear and has constant coefficients in il2 while A may be nonlinear or have variable coefficients in the bounded part iij. Then the unbounded part £22 can be taken into account using an integral equation
on the boundary T2, and an approximate solution can be found using a conventional finite element discretization of Qx together with a discretization along T2. Below we shall analyze a model problem of this type.
For numerical experiments and references into the engineering literature on this subject, we refer to [11] .
(1.1) where Í2 is a bounded domain in R2 with smooth boundary T and £2C is the complement of ft U T. Let us assume that the support of/is bounded and that /G ¿2(Í2C).
It is known (see e.g. [3] , [6] ) that the problem (1.1) admits a unique solution «E W xinc), where
and that this solution has the following asymptotic behavior:
where a is a constant. Let now T2 be a smooth curve dividing £2e into an unbounded part ft2 and a bounded part £2, containing the support of/(see Figure 1) . Then (1.1) can alternatively be formulated as follows:
du, aw.
(1.3e) V. ux = 0 on T, where u¡ = w|í2¿, 1 = 1,2, and 9/9« denotes the outward normal derivative to T2 = 9Í22 (see Figure 1 ). The equations (1.3a) and (1.3b) signify a decomposition into two problems in the separate domains Í2, and Í22, while (1.3c) and (1.3d) reflect the appropriate coupling of these two problems. Moreover, since -Aw = 0 in £22, we find, using Green's formula and (1.2), that (cf.
[6]),
Gix, y) = 2¡¡logk -J I, xi^y, is the Green's function associated with the two-dimensional Laplacian and _9_ 9«, Gnix> yï = èr Gix' y)> x^y,yer2, y with n being the outward unit normal to T2 at y G T2. Let us observe that (1.2) together with (2.3) imply that /r Xds = 0, since otherwise u(x) would behave like c log|x|, c ^ 0, as 1*1 -► °°, thus contradicting (1.2). Now, formally multiplying (2.2) by the function p(x) satisfying Jr nds = 0, and integrating over T2, we find that (2.4) b(X, p) -i<w, m> + <G"w, At> = 0,
We recall (see [6] ) that b is a continuous bilinear form on H~XI2(V2) x //_1/2(r2 In order to analyze (2.7), it is convenient to introduce the following simplified problem obtained by omitting the term <G"«, p): Given g = igx, g2, g3) find (w, 0) G
We shall see that due to (2.11) the full problem (2.7) is a compact perturbation of the simplified problem (2.12). We shall assume that the spaces Wh and Hn satisfy the following approximation hypothesis: For any positive e, there exists a constant C such that
where k is a positive integer. This will correspond to using piecewise polynomials of degree k for Wh and degree k -1 for Hn (cf. Example 1 below). Note that the functions in Hh may be chosen to be discontinuous while the functions in Wh will have to be continuous. Furthermore, we shall assume that there is a constant C such that
In Example 1 below we shall in detail consider a finite element method satisfying (3.2) and (3.3) with k = 1.
We shall now prove that for h small enough the problem (3.1) admits a unique solution ûh and then estimate the error û -ûn. The crucial result is then the following: In order to formulate a discrete analogue of (2.7), using the spaces Wn and Hn and replacing boundary integrals along T by integrals along the polygonal boundary T2, we have to rewrite the term <G"w, p). To this end we note that taking w = 1 in and <•, ->^ are easy to compute. Algorithms for computing the coefficients corresponding to the forms bhi ■, ■) and dn can be found in [2] .
Let us now show that the problem (3.13) can be put into the form (3.1) with assumptions (3.2) and (3.3) fulfilled. First, in order to convert the spaces Wh and Hn into subspaces Wn C W and Hh C //, we introduce the mapping \p: T2 ->■ T2, where \pix) is the point on T2 closest to the point x G T2. For h small enough t// is clearly a bijection. Now, using the mapping \p~x to transform integrals along 1^ to integrals along T2, we have l2 l2
where 7(i//_1) = \d\p~x ¡bs\, and d/ds denotes differentiation in the tangential direction to T2. We now define
Hh ={p:p=Ji^-x)po^-x,pGHh}.
Note that if p = 7(i//_1 )p ° \¡j~x G Hh with p &Hn, then 0 = fuPds = f p » t// lJ(^i x)ds = f pds,
so that Hn C //.
Furthermore, we extend each function vv G Wn defined in £2^ to a function w defined in £2, by setting w = 0 in the "skin" cJ\ with boundary r U r* and finally by setting w(jy) = w(x) for y on the line segment between x G T2 and \pix) thus defining vv in the "skin" tdl with boundary T2 U T2 (see Figure 2) . We denote by Wh the set of functions obtained in this way.
By changing integrations from T2 to T2 and using the definitions of Hn and Wn, the problem (3.13) can now be formulated as follows: Find iun, Xh) G Wh x Hh such that Since the area of Í2j -£2j is of the order 0(h2), this proves that llW-Wftll//l(í2l\íí?)<C/2HWll2+e. and thus (3.2a) follows. For a proof of (3.2b) we refer to [6] . By the "inverse estimate" (see [6] )
we thus have
Finally, using (3.16) we find that, for e > 0,
Ch2F.F., r 2'
where we have used Cauchy's inequality and F, and F2 are defined in the obvious way.
Integrating with respect to y in the factor F,, we get F, < |/n|0. Further (see [5] ), for 0 < e < 2, F2 < C|w|e/2, and therefore, taking e = 1, we have again, using (3.18), (3.20) \diw, p) -dhiw, p)\ < Oz2|w|1/2 \p\0 < Ch3l2\\w\\x \p\_i/2.
Combining (3.15), (3.19) , and (3.20), it follows that (3.3) is valid with k = 1 and thus the verification is complete.
We can also construct analogous methods satisfying (3.2) and (3.3) for k > 1 using polynomials of degree k for Wh and degree k -1 for Hn. In such a case the domain Í2, will be approximated by a domain £lhx with piecewise polynomial boundary rh U T2 of degree k approximating T U T2. In the triangulation of Í2^, it is then natural to use isoparametric elements of degree k with one curved edge along rh U T2 (cf. [1] ). D 4. Error Estimates in Weaker Norms. Let us now, using a duality argument, prove an error estimate in a norm weaker than the norm in V. We shall then make the fol- In order to obtain a symmetric problem, which will facilitate the incorporation of the coupled procedure into existing finite element codes, it is natural to consider the following variant of (5.5): Find uh G Wn such that We shall prove the following lemma which extends the result of Section 3 to the symmetrized problems (5.6), (5.7). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
